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Abstract

A major challenge in multi-agent reinforcement learning remains dealing with the large state spaces typ-
ically associated with realistic multi-agent systems. As the state space grows, agent policies become
more and more complex and learning slows down. Current more advanced single-agent techniques are
already very capable of learning optimal policies in large unknown environments. When multiple agents
are present however, we are challenged by an increase of the state-action space, exponential in the number
of agents, even though these agents do not always interfere with each other and thus their presence should
not always be included in the state information of the other agent. We introduce a framework capable of
dealing with this issue. We also present an implementation of our framework, called 2observe which we
apply to some gridworld problems.

1 Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) has already been shown to be a powerful tool for solving single agent Markov
Decision Processes (MDPs)[11]. It allows a single agent to learn a policy that maximises a possibly delayed
reward signal in an initially unknown stochastic stationary environment. This could for instance mean to
find the exit to a maze, when the agent only has information about his current location. When multiple
agents are present in this maze, unaware of the presence of other agents and are all trying to find the exit,
they could bump into each other, making the environment the agent’s experience non-stationary. Uncertainty
about the other agents’ goals as well as decentralised system control that is distributed over the agents, make
RL in multi-agent systems (MAS) a challenging problem. One possible naive approach is to simply let
each agent independently apply a single agent technique such as Q-learning, effectively ignoring the other
agents. This approach, even though succesfully applied in the past [10, 12], has limited applicability, since
in a multi-agent setting the typical convergence requirements of single-agent learning no longer hold. The
other extreme is to let agents constantly be aware of the state (the location in our maze problem) of all the
other agents and their actions, i.e. always learn in a joint state-action space. [1]. This method does not scale
well since both the state space the agents have to learn in and the number of joint actions are exponential in
the number of agents.

In this paper we propose a system which is situated between the approaches described above. Our goal
is to allow agents to rely on single agent techniques whenever possible, dealing with problems induced by
the presence of other agents only when absolutely necessary. In our system agents learn when they need
to coordinate their actions. Our goal is to significantly reduce state-action information that needs to be
considered by the agent without linking this to explicit states.

As an example consider the problem of a robot trying to learn a route to a goal location. In a stationary
environment the robot can simply rely on basic positioning input to explore the environment and learn a path.
Suppose now that other mobile robots are added to this system. The robot must now take care to reach its
goal without colliding with the other robots. However, even if the robot is provided with the exact locations
of the other robots at all times, it does not make sense to always condition its actions on the locations of the
others. Always accounting for the other robots means that both the state space as well as the action space
are exponential in the number of agents present in the system. For most tasks this joint state-action space
representation includes a lot of redundant information, which slows learning without adding any benefits.
When learning how to reach a goal without colliding, for instance, robots need to take into account each



other’s actions and locations, only when it is possible to collide. When there is no risk of collision there’s
no point in differentiating between states based solely on the locations of other agents. Therefore in our
approach the robot relies on single agent techniques combined with its original sensor inputs to learn an
optimal path, and coordinates with other agents only when collisions are imminent. In the experiments
section we demonstrate how our approach delivers significant savings, in both memory requirements as well
as convergence time, while still learning a good solution.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In the next section we give the basic background
information for understanding our approach. Section 3 introduces the related work in this domain and
explains the main differences with our approach, which is empirically evaluated in Section 4. We conclude
with a discussion and some future work in Section 5.

2 Background

2.1 MDPs and Q-learning
A Markov Decision Process (MDP) can be described as follows. Let S = {s1, . . . , sN} be the state space
of a finite Markov chain {xl}l≥0 and A = {a1, . . . , ar} the action set available to the agent. Each combi-
nation of starting state si, action choice ai ∈ Ai and next state sj has an associated transition probability
T (sj |, si, ai) and immediate reward R(si, ai). The goal is to learn a policy π, which maps each state to an
action so that the the expected discounted reward Jπ is maximised:

Jπ ≡ E

[ ∞∑
t=0

γtR(s(t), π(s(t)))

]
(1)

where γ ∈ [0, 1) is the discount factor and expectations are taken over stochastic rewards and transitions.
This goal can also be expressed using Q-values which explicitly store the expected discounted reward for
every state-action pair:

Q∗(s, a) = R(s, a) + γ
∑
s′

T (s′|s, a) max
a′

Q(s′, a′) (2)

So in order to find the optimal policy, one can learn this Q-function and then use greedy action selection
over these values in every state. Watkins described an algorithm to iteratively approximate Q∗. In the Q-
learning algorithm [15] a large table consisting of state-action pairs is stored. Each entry contains the value
for Q̂(s, a) which is the learner’s current hypothesis about the actual value of Q(s, a). The Q̂-values are
updated accordingly to following update rule:

Q̂(s, a)← (1− αt)Q̂(s, a) + αt[r + γmax
a′

Q̂(s′, a′)] (3)

where αt is the learning rate at time step t and r is the reward received for performing action a in state s.
Provided that all state-action pairs are visited infinitely often and a suitable evolution for the learning

rate is chosen, the estimates Q̂ will converge to the opimal values Q∗ [14].

2.2 Markov Game Definition
In a Markov Game, actions are the joint result of multiple agents choosing an action individually. Ak =
{ak1, . . . , akr} is now the action set available to agent k, with k : 1 . . . n, n being the total number of agents
present in the system. Transition probabilities T (si, ai, sj) now depend on a starting state si, ending state sj
and a joint action from state si, i.e. ai = (ai1, . . . , a

i
n) with aik ∈ Ak. The reward function Rk(si, ai) is now

individual to each agent k, meaning that agents can receive different rewards for the same state transition.

In a special case of the general Markov game framework, the so-called team games or multi-agent
MDPs (MMDPs) [1] optimal policies still exist. In this case, all agents share the same reward function and
the Markov game is purely cooperative. This specialisation allows us to define the optimal policy as the
joint agent policy, which maximises the payoff of all agents. In the non-cooperative case typically one tries
to learn an equilibrium between agent policies [5, 4]. These systems need each agent to calculate equilibria
between possible joint actions in every state and as such need each agent to retain estimates over all joint
actions in all states.



3 Learning to coordinate
The approach proposed here bears some resemblance to the adaptive resolution methods used in single
agent RL. There the learning agent uses statistic tests to determine when a greater granularity in state space
representation is needed. One example of this kind of system is the G-learning algorithm [2], which uses
decision trees to learn partitions of the state space.

In multi-agent RL, some recent work around sparse interactions among agents was done by Kok and
Vlassis, who predetermined a set of states in which agents had to coordinate [8] and also proposed using
predetermined coordination-graphs to specify the coordination dependencies of the agents at particular states
[7]. This algorithm considered joint actions only when needed, relying on single agent Q-learning when no
coordination is required. In later work the authors propose a method where the agents also learn the set of
states in which coordination is needed by comparing statistically the influence of their own action to the
combined return of the joint action [6]. Both these approaches are limited to systems where agents share the
same reward function. Furthermore they only consider the action coordination and do not change their state
space representation.

More recently Melo and Veloso approached this problem from a different angle [9]. In their approach
the action space of every agent was augmented with a COORDINATE pseudo-action. This action triggers
an active perception step which will try to determine the local state information of the other agent. This
perception step decides whether the local state information of the agent should include the information
about the other agent or not. Penalising the use of the COORDINATE action ensures that the agents learn to
only use this action in states where an encounter with the other agent results in an even worse payoff.

It is clear that learning in multi-agent systems is a cumbersome task. Choices have to be made whether
to observe agents, or to communicate or even both. Most techniques make a very black and white decision
for these choices, i.e. they either always observe all other agents or they never do. In many tasks however
it is enough to observe the other agents only in very specific cases. Therefore the driving question behind
this research can be summarized as “In which area should an agent observe the presence of other agents?”.
This should be read from an agent-centric point of view. This means that the agent wants to learn how many
of his surrounding locations he should observe in order to find a good policy.

We propose to decouple the multi-agent learning process in two separate layers. One layer will learn
where it is necessary to observe the other agent and select the appropriate technique. The other layer contains
a single agent learning technique, to be used when their is no risk of influence of the other agent, and a multi-
agent technique, when the agents might influence each other. Figure 1 shows a graphical representation of
this framework.

Can another agent influence me?

Act independently, as if single-agent. Use a multi-agent technique to avoid 
conflicts.

No Yes

Figure 1: Decoupling the learning process by learning when to take the other agent into account on one
level, and acting on the second level.

We can apply this formal framework to the techniques we just reviewed. The work by Kok and Vlassis
use statistical tests to learn coordination graphs on the top level, with single agent Q-learning on the bottom
level if agents do not influence each other and a variable elimination algorithm for situations in which agents
should coordinate. Melo and Veloso use a combination of a COORDINATE action with an environment
present active perception step on the top level and single agent Q-learning or joint-state Q-learning on the
bottom level.

3.1 First Level
In the system presented here, which we call 2observe, the first layer of the algorithm is implemented using
Generalized Learning Automata (GLA). A GLA is a relatively simple associative learning unit. Simply put



a GLA learns a mapping from its input context vectors to actions. In our experiments we provide the GLA
with the Manhattan distance between the two agents if they are within each others line-of-sight. The GLA
will then learn, based on the rewards they receive and this input, how close the other agent may be before
there is the possibility on a collision.

Originally GLA were proposed for classification tasks and the contexts represented object attributes
while the actions of automaton corresponded to class labels. In our system contexts are (functions of) state
variables and the output actions of the GLA constitute the agent’s decision whether it should coordinate.
Previously GLA were already used for state aggregation in multi-agent systems [3].

Formally, a GLA can be represented by a tuple (X,A, β, u, g, T ), where X is the set of possible inputs
to the GLA and A = {a1, . . . , ar} is the set of outputs or actions the GLA can produce. β ∈ [0, 1] denotes
the feedback the automaton receives for an action. The real parameter vectors (u1, ..., ur) represent the
internal state of the unit. They are used in conjunction with the probability generating function g, which
combines parameters and contexts into probabilities. In this paper g is the Boltzmann function, meaning
that the probability of selecting action ai, given input x is:

g(x, ai, u) =
e−x

τui∑
j e
−xτuj

(4)

Where τ denotes the transpose. T is a learning algorithm which updates u = (u1, ..., ur), based on the
current value of u, the given input, the selected action and response β. Here the update is a modified version
of the REINFORCE algorithm [16]. In vector notation this update scheme can be described as follows:

u(t+ 1) = u(t) + λβ(t) δln gδu (x(t), a(t),h(u(t)))

+λK(h(u(t))− u(t))
(5)

where h(u) = [h1(u1), h2(u2), . . . hr(ur)] , with each hi defined as:

hi(η) =

 Li η ≥ Li
0 |η| ≤ Li
−Li η ≤ −Li

(6)

In this update scheme, λ is the learning rate and Li,Ki > 0 are constants. The update scheme can be
explained as follows. The first term added to the parameters is a gradient following term, which allows the
system to locally optimise the action probabilities. The next term uses the hi(u) functions to keep parameters
ui bounded within predetermined boundaries [−Li, Li]. This term is added since the original REINFORCE
algorithm can give rise to unbounded behavior.

A single generalized learning automaton using a Boltzmann probability generating function can learn a
linear boundary between classes. Multiple of these GLA can be connected into a network capable of learning
more complex separations. In [13] it is shown, that the adapted algorithm described above, converges to local
maxima of f(u) = E[β|u], showing that the automata find a local maximum over the mappings that can be
represented by the internal state in combination with the function g.

The main advantage of using GLA is that the first layer of the algorithm can learn to determine which
technique on the second level must be chosen, without explicitly storing estimates or samples of visited state-
action pairs. All necessary information is encoded in the parameters of the GLA, which are typically much
smaller in number than the states about which information needs to be kept. The possibility of combining
GLA into a larger network which can learn more complex distinctions, also gives us the flexibility to adapt
the complexity of the first layer to the needs of the problem at hand.

3.2 Second Level
At the second level of the learning algorithm two possible methods can be used, depending on the outcome
of the first layer of the algorithm. If this first layer determines that other agents can safely be ignored a single
agent technique is used, else agents use another technique that takes the other agents into account.

In this paper the single agent technique we use is an independent Q-learner. When it is deemed safe
to do so agents act as if alone in the system, completely ignoring all other agents. Here we also assume
that the states of our problem are represented by a set of state variables, some of which describe the local
states of other agents (see Section 4 for an example). When learning in single agent mode, these superfluous
variables are ignored, further reducing the size of the state-action space.



The multi-agent technique could be anything from a joint-state learner or a joint-state-action learner to a
system based on conventions or bargaining.. The technique we adopt here is a simple form of coordination
through communication. If agents decide to coordinate their actions they first observe if a collision will occur
if both agents would just choose their preferred action. If this is the case, one agent is selected randomly to
perform its action, while the other selects an alternative action. If no collision will occur, both agents can
play their preferred action. One could chose to always play this coordination mechanism, but that would
imply a serious increase in communication between the agents, which is undesirable in most systems.

4 Experimental results
We test our approach by applying it to a set of gridworld problems and test its performance against single
agent Q-learning with independent agents and within the MMDP framework, using the joint location as
state. Even tough the problem seems an easy one, it contains all the difficulties of much harder problems
and is widely used in the RL community [11]. Figure 2 shows a graphical representation of the gridworlds
we used. The agents both have to reach the goal, G, avoiding to bump into walls and into each other. They
have four actions at their disposal (N,E,S,W) for going up, right, down and left respectively for 1 cell. If
both agents would use the shortest path to the goal, they would certainly bump into each other.

G

1 2

G2 G1

G1

G2
1

2

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Different gridworlds in which we experimented with our algorithm. In (a) both agents have the
same goal state, whereas in (b) and (c) the agents have different goals. We refer to the different gridworlds
as follows: (a) TunnelToGoal, (b) 2-robot game, (c) ISR. (b) and (c) are variations of the games in [9]

Before discussing the results of the different techniques, we analyse the state-action spaces used by the
different approaches for the TunnelToGoal gridworld with 2 agents. The independent Q-learners do not
take any information about the other agents into account, resulting in an individual state space (i.e. their
own location) consisting of only 25 states with 4 actions per state. The joint state learners learn in a state
space represented by the joint locations of the agents resulting in (25)2 = 625 states, but select their actions
independently, so they have 4 actions each. The MMDP learner also learns in the joint state space of the
agents but with 16 actions (all possible combinations of the 4 individual actions). For the GLA the actual size
of the state space is irrelevant because no explicit value is kept for every state. This means that our algorithm
is learning in the same state action space as the independent Q-learners, relying on some communication in
situations where collisions might occur (see Section 3.2).

All experiments were run with a learning rate of 0.05 for the Q-learning algorithm and Q-values were
initialised to zero. An ε-greedy action selection strategy was used, where ε was set to 0.1. The GLA
have a learning rate of 0.01, use a boltzmann action selection strategy and were initialised randomly. All
experiments were run for 10.000 iterations, where an iteration is the time needed for both agents to reach
the goal, starting from their initial positions and all experiments were averaged over 10 runs. The number
of steps stated in the results is the number of steps of the slowest agent for the independent agents and the
number of joint steps for joint agents. Iterations were not bounded to allow agents to find the goal without
time limit. If an agent reached the goal, it receives a reward of +20. For the MMDP learner the reward
of +20 was given when each agent reached its goal position, but once an agent is in its goal, its actions no



longer matter, since the goal is an absorbing state. If an agent collides with another agent, both are penalised
by−10. Bumping into a wall is also penalised by−1. For every other move, the reward was zero. For every
collision, whether it was against a wall or against another agent, the agent is bounced back to its original
position. The GLA were rewarded individually according to following rules:

• GLA coordinated if there was danger or did not coordinate if their was no danger: +1

• GLA coordinated if there was no danger or did not coordinate if their was danger: −1
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Figure 3: Average number of steps, collisions and coordinations in (a) TunnelToGoal, (b) 2-robot game, (c)
ISR

The top row of Figure 3 shows the average number of steps both agents needed to reach their goal in the
different environments. Both joint-state approaches have not learned the shortest path after 105 iterations,
due to the limited exploration rate and the size of the state action space (2500,5184 and 7396 values to be
learned for the different environments). In the TunnelToGoal and in the IRS the independent Q-learners both
behave poorly because in order to reach the goal, following the shortest path, they collide into each other. In
the 2-robot environment the independent Q-learners manage to find a good collision-free solution, due to the



fact that agents can avoid each other by going through different doorways since multiple shortest paths exist.
In all environments however, 2Observe manages to find the best way to reach the goal, without colliding
into each other. The bottom row of figure 3 show the number of times the agents explicitly coordinated with
each other per episode (i.e. from start to goal).

5 Discussion
This paper introduced a general framework for learning in multi-agent environments based on a separation
of the learning process in two levels. The top level will learn when agents need to observe each others’
presence and activate the appropriate technique on the second level. If no risk of interference is present,
the agents can use a single agent technique, completely ignoring all the other agents in the environment. If
the risk of interfering with each other is true, a multi-agent technique will be activated in order to deal with
this increased complexity. The main advantage of this framework is that it can be used as a foundation for
using existing single-agent and multi-agent techniques, adapting the learning process wherever needed. We
implemented a concrete instantiation of this framework, called 2observe, which uses a generalized learning
automaton on the top level, a Q-learner for the case where agents do not interfere with one another and a
simple communication based coordination mechanism when the agents need to take each others’ presence
into account. We showed empirically that our technique was able to reach good solutions to the problems
without the need of full observation of the other agents and in a much smaller state space. Moreover, our
approach is more general than other work in this area in the sense that our agents generalize over problem
states and do not learn explicit conflict states as is the case in [9]. Our research is also fundamentally different
to that work in the sense that our agents are learning where the danger might occur from an agent centric
point of view, whereas in their approach the system will inform the agents about this in the perception step
of the algorithm. Finally, it is possible to transfer the knowledge learned by the GLA in one environment to
other similar environments in which the same danger zones exist.

The possibilities for future work are many. Many techniques exist to incorporate in our framework.
On the second level, the entire range of single agent and multi-agent techniques can be used. On the first
level also many alternatives exist. We chose to use GLA in this paper due to their simplicity and low
computational costs without the need to store previously seen samples. However, appropriate statistical tests
can be used on this level to measure the influence two agents have on each other. Another interesting track
to research is to use the rewards given on the second level as feedback for the first level. This would mean
that the GLA could learn from delayed rewards and use monte-carlo updating. In this way, a wider range of
problems can be solved and state information can be used even more wisely.
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